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 Do not spam. Nlbm. Speed:. Batman meets his greatest foe in a contest of explosive wits, razor-sharp blades, and legendary
weapons. The Shadow and the Bat. They both fight like the devil. The series' setting and focus on both sides of the law makes it

a common parody target. Serenity makes money and raises a family of pirates and thieves. Season Nine. Genres. Adventure.
Animation. Cartoon. Comedy. Adventure. Comedy. Sci-Fi. Adventure. Sci-Fi. Manga. Genres. Anime. Comic Books. Gotham

region. Batman has had many female sidekicks in the series, beginning with the Golden Age character, Bat-Girl, and later
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followed by Barbara Gordon as Oracle. There have been many of Bat-Mite's villains, including Poison Ivy and The Creeper,
who was a minor character until he was given a second chance in " Ghoul of the Week ". The newest member of the Bat-family
is Batgirl, who is a completely new character. Her cousin, Stephanie Brown, also briefly served as a sidekick before becoming
Batgirl in and, and later a series regular in and Bruce Wayne developed a relationship with her, which intensified in the early s.

In later years, Batman Comics would have two different Batgirls, Andrea Beaumont, a native of Hong Kong and the daughter of
the millionaire Bruce Wayne, and Stephanie Brown, who is a half-Chinese, half-Scottish orphan and the daughter of a rich

African American businessman and police commissioner, Harvey Dent. By the early s, Leslie Thompkins, a child actress of the
same age as the character, was hired to play Vicki Vale, a version of the character that is drawn to be similar to an adult. Vale
subsequently became a frequent teenage character in other DC Comics media, such as the Young Justice animated series. Like
Victor Fries, she has gained her own series, titled Teen Titans, in and which lasted until In other media, several characters from

the Batman comics have been adapted for film, television, and video games, such as Vicki Vale, Dick Grayson, Tim Drake,
Jason Todd, and several other characters of the Batman universe. Bats also made several cameo appearances in animated shows
of various genres, such as ReBoot, Hey Arnold!, and Foster's Home for Imaginary Friends. Batman and Robin, which starred

Batman, Robin, and Bat 82157476af
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